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chapter Onechapter Onechapter One

The Picnic

Hi. We’re a group.

We call ourselves the Banana Bunch.

Right now, we’re off to a picnic!

You can come with us.
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Come on and meet the gang.

I’ll introduce you.

There’s Lucas, Sam, Jack,

Molly, Sue, Scott, and Scruffy.

Lucas wears glasses. Sam has freckles.

Jack is tall and Molly is not.

Sue has braids and Scott does not.

And Scruffy is Scruffy. (He’s also Molly’s dog.)

We have boxes and bats, balls and bats—

and a blanket too!

We’re looking for a good Scruffy for our stuff.

Sam shouts, “I think I found a great place.

The ground is flat. We can spread the

blanket and take off our socks and shoes.”

Everyone agrees. 

Jack and Molly spread the blanket.

Scruffy sits in the middle while Sam puts heavy

rocks on the corners.
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“Let’s eat our sandwiches now,” says Jack.

“But we just got here,” says Lucas.

“If you’re not hungry, you can wait,”

answers Jack.

“But I’m eating now!”

“Me too!” says Sam.

“Me too!” says Sue.

“Me too!” says Molly.

“Arf! Arf!” says Scruffy.

Everybody starts to eat.

“Oops! I dropped my jelly sandwich!”

cries Molly.

“Call Scruffy,” someone says. “He’s good at

cleaning up messes.”

SCRuFFY! SCRuFFY! 

CAN YOu CLEAN THIS SCRuFFY?
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What should we do now?” asks Jack.

“I have an idea,” says Lucas. 

“Let’s play a game of hide-and-seek.”

“I’ll be ‘IT,’ “ says Molly. 

“Hurry up and let’s start.”

Molly heads toward a big tree.

Everybody else thinks of a direction to run 

in after Molly begins to count.

“Look,” says Sue, “an inchworm is walking 

up my arm.”

“And a mosquito is drinking from my foot!”

cries Scott “OuCH!”

“I think we’d better clean up before the

ants arrive!” says Lucas.

The kids mumble “okay” and crumple up

their papers.

Molly and Scott find a basket for garbage.
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When Molly gets to the tree, she closes

her eyes.

“NO PEEKING!” shouts Sam.

“NO CHEATING!” yells Sue.

“COuNT TO FIFTY,” says Lucas.

“AND COuNT SLOWLY!” says Sam.

“I’m ready!” shouts Molly.

She counts:

“1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 . . . ”

By now almost everyone is out of sight.

Molly keeps on counting:

“10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 . . .”

There’s a few bushes moving, but that’s all.

Molly is almost done:

“. . . 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41,

42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49 . . .

50! ANYONE AROuND MY BASE IS IT!”
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When Molly opens her eyes, it seems as if  

she is all alone in the park.

chapter Twochapter Twochapter Two

Smart Dog

Molly runs in the direction of the duck pond.

But she doesn’t Scruffy anybody—except Scruffy.

And he is chasing a cat.
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When the cat runs up a tree, Scruffy runs

after Molly.

Molly doesn’t mind Scruffy tagging along.

Molly looks and looks, but she can’t

find anybody.

She’s upset.

She bends down and whispers something

to Scruffy.
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Scruffy is off!

He runs to some bushes.

He sniffs.

He finds Lucas and Sam!

Then Scruffy runs to a park bench.

He sniffs some more.

He finds Sue.

When he stands in front of a statue and

barks, the rest of the gang comes out.
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“You cheated!” everyone shouts at Molly.

“This game is not fair!” Jack yells.

Molly answers, “Scruffy’s my dog and

I played fair!”

“You can’t play fair with a dog around,” 

says Sue.

“So let’s play something else.”

“Okay.” Says Jack. “Does everyone remember

how to play Spud?”

“Sure we do,” says Lucas, “we’re not dumb!”

“So let’s get started,” says Jack.

“I’ll give each of you a number. 

And keep your number a secret!”

Sue gets the ball.

She throws it in the air and shouts:

“FIVE!”
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Everyone runs—except Lucas.

Lucas’s number is also five and he has  

to catch the ball.

When he gets it, he yells “SPuD!”

Everyone stops when they hear “SPuD!”

Lucas takes three steps and tries  

to hit Sam with the ball.

Lucas throws and misses!

So Lucas has “S.”
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Scruffy will not give the ball to Scott.

Scott says; “Molly, come here and talk

to this dog!”

Now Lucas throws the ball in the air 

and shouts: “THREE!”

That is Scott’s number.

Scott runs for the ball.

But so does Scruffy.

Who gets the ball?

Of course—it’s Scruffy!
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